Dear Editor,

We are grateful for the comments by Skaik YA and before we try to explain ourselves,[@ref1] happily agree with all of them. We hasten to clarify why we omitted most of what we did, but first out, are grateful for only partial disagreement - which implies that there is a lot of agreement too. To explicate: we wrote this article[@ref2] from a clinical perspective and intended it for the ″practice section″ of the journal, not for research methodology, monitoring and other uses that tests may be put to. We had no idea it would land up in the research methodology section and evoke such legitimate concerns; although out of our control, we do apologize.

Having stated the purpose of the piece clearly in the abstract itself we went on to elaborate on our objective: basic knowledge for the clinical ophthalmologist to apply in day-to-day practice. The reason being that most clinicians that we have interacted with seem to feel that these important concepts belong to medical school public health, microbiology and perhaps research; we intended to demonstrate that these important principles are essential in everyday clinical practice. Essentially, this is part of a series of articles we have written for the journal over a period of time in order to popularize and spread the ″word″ of clinical epidemiology.[@ref3]-[@ref5]

We confess that we were ignorant of the origins of the terms and the seminal reference and thank the writer for this information. There are many books on the subjects and several ways of looking at concepts such as true positives and true negatives. We clearly defined what we meant by these terms when we used them in the text and feel that explicit definitions help reduce disagreement, at least to partial disagreement. We end on that note by quoting Medawar from the preface of our clinical bible: ″The innocent belief that words have an essential or inward meaning can lead to appalling confusion and waste of time. It seems to us that the ″essentialist″ (which invokes ontology and insists that every word has a single, formally correct definition) is simply not up to the task that must be carried out in clinical and health care.″[@ref6]
